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Description
It is not possible to set a multilevel menu using the default implementation of bootstrap in Tiki.
The result of trying using Tiki tools is a weird behavior that doesn't ﬁt the available tools and the user
choice (sublevel are omitted and missing).
They were debate among the dev community on early bootstrap v3 days about having or not multilevel
menu and multilevel dropdown.
As per today, there are already plenty of solutions for v3 and v4 including multilevel menu;
Goole search
Implementing one of those solution in our Tiki menu (that include multilevel menu tools) will avoid
revamping it from the ground and having to distinct interface (bootstrap menu vs suckerﬁsh/legacy tiki
menu).
Workaround
That's how bootstrap menus work, use suckerﬁsh (CSS) or the old vertical menus for more levels

Importance
5
Easy to solve?
5
Priority
25
Demonstrate Bug

Please demonstrate your bug on show2.tikiwiki.org
Version: trunk ▼ Create show2.tikiwiki.org instance
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Comments

John Morris 02 Jan 18 12:28 GMT-0000
I am experiencing the same issue on my 18 install Bernard. The interface stalls or will
not place the menu item between other menu items.
I love the drag and drop interface concept, I hope we can get this working for 18 !

Bernard Sfez / Tiki Specialist 03 Jan 18 15:06
GMT-0000
Hi John,
The interface is ok for me... Require a little experiences but I didn’t
have big issue with drag and drop.
Can you give more information ? (system, browser, what you did...)

John Morris 04 Jan 18 03:23 GMT-0000
Hello Bernard, I did a quick screen cast of the issue,
using Edge Browser in this video, but the same issue
persists in FireFox as well. You'll see I try to drag the
menu down to place it among the ﬁrst menus ﬁrstly

the space between the menus don't open up to allow
the placement, and when I let it go, I get sprung to the
bottom of the menu page.
And I cannot drag and drop reorder existing menus
either.

Jonny Bradley 19 Jan 18 12:17
GMT-0000
Hi John,
Sorry, but at the moment if you drop the
new one in the gap between two options it
gets dumped at the end, drop it over an
existing one - hopefully i (or someone) can
improve this one day... but it's not so easy
;)

Jonny Bradley 19 Jan 18 12:38
GMT-0000
Odd, just found menu option not draggable
too, they were ok the other day!
Working on it...

Jonny Bradley 19 Jan 18 12:50
GMT-0000
Ok, hopefully improved in r65265 - it now
tries to ﬁnd the nearest one if you drop it in
a gap, and if all else fails it adds it to the
top, which i guess is slightly less
inconvenient.
Strangely, the not being able to drag
anything at all thing just went away when i
refreshed the page, so maybe try a force
reload if it continues happen for you, and if
it's reproducible reliably let me know how,
something odd going on here for sure... ;)

John Morris 20 Jan 18
00:28 GMT-0000
I'll give it a go tonight!

John Morris 20 Jan 18 13:16 GMT-0000
Jonny, I svn'd up on my own 18, and the ﬁx you created seems to have made things
much smoother. I still am unable to drag to in-between menu items (I get kicked to
the bottom still) but I can drag really smoothly and lay it on top of another item, and it
drops it directly beneath that item. And it's reliable every time now, as before it was
really shakey and jerky. You deﬁnitely improved things. I am unsure if drag to "in
between" was actually the goal originally? I hope I did not open Pandora's box on that
portion of the menu improvements.
Thanks a million sir

Bernard Sfez / Tiki Specialist 21 Jan 18 08:39
GMT-0000
Please John, create a ticket for your speciﬁc issue.
The issue for which I started this ticket is diﬀerent and the ticket has
been reclassiﬁed in a feature request.

John Morris 21 Jan 18 13:18 GMT-0000
Will do Bernard, thank you.
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